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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This final report offers an overview of the work of the EReg Members who participated in 
EReg Topic Group XIX on non-physical driving licences. With technologies evolving faster 
and faster, (registration) authorities were looking into the possibility of developing driving 
licences on a mobile platform. Alongside, this technological development has led to 
questions and discussions with respect to how mobile driving licences are viewed in the 
context of EU legislation and the mutual recognition of such driving licences. 

This report describes the evolution of the driving licence from an official paper document to a 
polycarbonate card and possibly in the future a non-physical driving licence (on a mobile 
platform). According to the EReg Members, an important benefit of non-physical driving 
licences was the improvement of road safety, as information is always up-to date. Alongside 
fool-proof verification, privacy enhancement, ease of use, better service and less impact on 
the environment.  

One of the main objectives of EReg is to share best practices. In this report the best 
practices (use cases) and developments of non-physical driving licences in Finland, Jersey, 
the Netherlands and the United Kingdom were described in more detail.  
Some EReg Members, Estonia and Lithuania, were considering to abandon the obligation to 
carry a driving licence altogether, as citizens have just one national ID, which can be issued 
in a non-physical form. While this way of thinking might become a reality with evolving 
technology and with countries and citizens going more and more digital, this development 
was felt to be a step too far.  
 
Taking the consideration above into account, the work of the Topic Group focussed on the 
requirements in EU and international legislation to introduce non-physical driving licences 
which are mutually recognised. For instance, directive 2006/126/EC would need to be 
reassessed with regard to the presentation of a driving licence. A more detailed analyses of 
the required changes in legislation (with a detailed analysis of the directive) can be found in 
the report.  
It is hard to predict future developments, especially nowadays as technological 
developments evolve more rapidly than ever. Therefore, it is important to mention that future 
legislation should be as technology- independent as possible or a broader interpretation of 
available legislation should be allowed where possible. 
 
This report contains recommendations to both the EReg Members and the European 
Commission and other stakeholders.  
 
For the EReg Members: 

 Share best practices with all countries and avoid overlapping efforts 
 See what others are doing but analyse what works for you 
 Active participation in (international) discussions and development of your own 

solutions is the best way to ensure that future joint solutions work for you.  
 Ensure that the focus is not just on European countries, but look at a global scale. 
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For the European Commission and other stakeholders: 
 Introduce a special Working Group for non-physical driving licences under the Driving 

Licence Committee.  
 Come up with short- and long term solutions for implementation of a non-physical 

driving licence 
 Work on the interoperability of non-physical driving licences, by following international 

standards (for instance ISO/IEC SC 17 WG 10) 
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1. EREG 

EReg accommodates European Vehicle and Driver Registration Authorities in making 
registration and licensing policies work as effectively and efficiently as possible, improving 
the mobility and safety of vehicles and drivers in Europe. EReg supports European public 
registration authorities by contributing to better implementation of registration policies and 
enabling improvement of the tasks and services performed by our members. EReg enables 
the development of better registration policies that are easier to implement. 
 

EReg enables better executable policy, executed better. 
 
EReg does this by: 

 sharing knowledge, experience and best practice in a network of Vehicle and Driver 
Registration professionals from the national authorities  

 working collaboratively on common developments and opportunities in the field of 
registration and licences 

 exchanging information and insight, thus improving the registration policies of our 
affiliated members  

 assisting our members by identifying and following European developments, policies 
and regulations with a focus on executable policy 

 

The EReg Association is a community-based voluntary co-operation between national 
vehicle and driver registration authorities regarding developments and opportunities in their 
work and competence fields. Shared interests and visions are the key principles in this co-
operation. The biggest asset of EReg is the network of active professionals who take part in 
it. 
 
As at 25 April 2012, EReg was incorporated as a legal entity according to Belgian Law 
(international non-profit-making association/ Association Internationale Sans But Lucratif 
(AISBL). EReg has official and judicial recognition and registration in the Royal Register of 
International Associations in Belgium.  
 
The EReg office is situated in Brussels, Rue Froissart 95. The office is frequently used for 
EReg Advisory Board Meetings, meetings with representatives of other umbrella 
organisations and meetings of the EReg Topic Groups. 
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2. SCOPE, WORKING METHODS AND PARTICIPANTS  

2.1 Scope of EReg Topic Group XIX 

Technologies are evolving faster and faster. Nowadays mobile devices are commonly used. 
As part of this development, many countries are now looking into the possibility of developing 
the driving licence on a mobile platform. This has led to discussions and plans with respect to 
how mobile driving licences are viewed in the context of EU legislation and the mutual 
recognition of such licences.  
 
In a technical sense, different developments are taking place worldwide. Within the 
International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO)1, experts from all over the world are 
working hard on enclosing the specifications of mobile driving licences in the driving licence 
standard 18013. 
 
The 3rd Directive on driving licences (2006/126/EC) 2  was agreed at a time when the 
technologies currently available (e.g. smart phones) were not yet invented. The directive 
contains detailed specifications of a physical community model driving licence card, which 
had to be introduced by all EU Member States. The directive leaves no room for the 
development of non-physical driving licence models, such as a mobile driving licence. In 
other words, it imposes several restrictions which cause problems for registration authorities 
interested in introducing a non-physical driving licence model: for instance, the fact that a 
driving licence has to be made out of polycarbonate (see provisions concerning the 
community model driving licence (Annex I of the directive)).  
 
In this report, the focus will be on mobile driving licence models. The term virtual driving 
licence has previously been used as part of this work; however, for the purposes of this 
report, the term non-physical driving licence will be used. Non-physical driving licence 
developments refer to both mobile driving licence developments and other developments. 
This could include looking into the possibility of allowing drivers to drive on the road without a 
valid physical driving licence document, as is currently being explored in Estonia 3  and 
Lithuania.  
 
The goals of EReg Topic Group XIX are: 
1) To exchange best practices and developments of non-physical driving licences 

between the EReg members to:  
a. gain insight into the development of mobile driving licence models (use cases); 
b. see where exactly other EReg members foresee difficulties;  

2) To develop possible guidelines and recommendations that might be of interest when 
the 3rd directive on driving licences is evaluated;  

3) To define the most important topics (articles) and problems in the 3rd driving licence 
directive. 

 

                                                 
1 ISO SC17-WG 10 (the group maintaining the driving licence standard ISO/IEC 18013) 
2 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32006L0126&from=EN  
3 Estonia is considering the possibility of terminating the issue of driving licences, as all relevant information is 
real-time and available on the driving licence register. 
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The conclusions and recommendations of this Topic Group may offer input for other 
Registration Authorities interested in non-physical driving licence developments, more 
specifically mobile driving licence developments and DG MOVE of the European 
Commission and the Driving Licence Committee.  
 
This Topic Group collaborated with the researchers who worked on the study into the 
implementation of Directive 2006/126/EC on driving licences by raising awareness of the 
study and questionnaire amongst EReg Members, as well as sharing the work in the Topic 
Group with the researchers.  
 
Previous activities of EReg in the driving licence domain have led to the publication of the 
report on the 3rd Directive on driving licences in 2009 which was updated in 2010 (Topic 
Group VII), on Smart Card Driving Licence in 2009 (TG VIII) and on Driving Licence Tourism 
in 2013 (TG X). 

2.2 Meetings and working methods 

In preparation for the new EReg Work Programme 2016-2019, the option of looking into non-
physical driving licence developments was discussed and EReg members voted this to be 
one of the priority subjects.  
 
After the EReg Advisory Board approved the draft Action Plan, the first meeting of this Topic 
Group was organised on 19 April 2017 in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. During the first 
meeting the draft action plan was discussed in detail and the registration authorities 
showcased the developments on non-physical driving licences in their countries. All but one4 
EReg member presented mobile driving licence developments that are currently under 
construction in their organisation or expressed an interest in mobile driving licence 
developments.  
 
To gain more insight into the practices of all the EReg member countries and regions, a 
questionnaire was sent to all EReg contact persons. The outcome of the questionnaire was 
discussed in a second meeting, which took place on 14 September 2017 at the EReg office 
in Brussels, Belgium. These results are described in more detail in Annex I of this report. 
Eurosmart and HIDGroup attended the second meeting and presented their views on the 
subject. To develop the format and content of the report, a draft outline was discussed during 
the meeting, as was the objective of the study.  
 
During a third meeting on 30 January 2018 in Lisbon, Portugal, a first version of the draft 
report was discussed. Mr Arjan Geluk gave a presentation on the work with respect to mobile 
driving licence standardisation in the ISO Taskforce 14 that is part of the wider WG 10 motor 
vehicle driving licence and related documents work. During the meeting, delegates 
participated in a group discussion to formulate the conclusions and recommendations that 
can be found in this report.  
 

                                                 
4 Estonia is considering the possibility of terminating the issue of driving licences, as all relevant information is 
real-time and available on the driving licence register.  
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The final report will be presented at the EReg General Meeting and Annual Conference 2018 
in Berlin, Germany.  

2.3 Participants 

Fourteen of the 27 EReg members participated in this Topic Group. Another five members 
followed the activities as reading members. The Austrian State Printing House participated in 
the first meeting of the Topic Group as an observer. A more detailed overview of the 
participants in this Topic Group can be found in the table below.  
 
  Members Name Country 

FOD Mobiliteit en Vervoer  Mr Bruno Jansen Belgium 

Estonian Road Administration Ms Jekaterina Beljajeva Estonia 

Trafi - Finnish Transport Safety Agency Mr Simo Karppinen Finland 

Trafi - Finnish Transport Safety Agency Mr Pekka Hiltunen Finland 

ANTS Mr Pierre Orszag France 

ANTS Mr Charles-Henri Menseau France 

KBA - Kraftfahrt-Bundesamt Mr Joseph Loth Germany 

Ministry of Interior – Hungary Ms Szilvia Mátyás Hungary 

Ministry of Interior – Hungary Mrs Ágnes Márton Hungary 

Department for Infrastructure - Transport - Driver and 
Vehicle Standards 

Mrs Laura Hopley Jersey 

Department for Infrastructure - Transport - Driver and 
Vehicle Standards 

Mr Aaron Machin Jersey 

State Enterprise REGITRA Mr Rytis Ašmiaga Lithuania 

Directorate of Public Roads Ms Alexandra Agersborg Norway 

Instituto da Mobilidade e dos Transportes, I.P. Mr Paulo Bispo Portugal 

Instituto da Mobilidade e dos Transportes, I.P. Ms Fátima Abreu Portugal 

Portuguese Mint and Official Printing Office (INCM) Mr Bruno Fragoso Portugal 

DGT - Dirección General de Tráfico Mr Míguel Martín Spain 

The Swedish Transport Agency Mr Pär-Ola Skarviken  Sweden 

RDW - The Netherlands Vehicle Authority Mr Bas van den Berg The Netherlands 

DVLA - Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency Mr Jason Donovan United Kingdom 

DVLA - Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency Mrs Jaclyn Williams United Kingdom 

   

Reading EReg members   

Icelandic Transport Authority Mr Holger Torp Iceland 

Isle of Man Government Mrs Nicola Hodson Isle of Man 

Road Traffic Safety Directorate  Mr Juris Teteris Latvia 

Ministry of Infrastructure and Construction Mr Tomasz Pietka Poland 

ASTRA Mr Beat Baechler Switzerland 

   

Observers   

Österreichische Staatsdruckerei GmbH Mr Herbert Meixner Austria 

Österreichische Staatsdruckerei GmbH Mr Terbu Oliver Austria 

 
External speakers  

HIDGroup Mr Jean-Baptiste Milan 
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Eurosmart/Gemalto Mr Stefane Mouille 

ISO Taskforce 14 on mobile driving licences, WG 10 
motor vehicle driving licence and related documents  

Mr Arjan Geluk  
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3. THE EVOLUTION OF THE DRIVING LICENCE AND ITS USE 

3.1 Short history of the International legal framework 

A driving licence (or driver’s licence, as it is known in some countries) is an official document 
which grants the holder (the individual to whom it has been issued) the right to operate one 
or more types of motor vehicles, such as a car, truck, bus or motorcycle. 

At the beginning of the 20th century, mandatory driving licences came into effect in different 
countries. These developments were followed by United Nations Conventions (Geneva 
Convention on Road Traffic of 1949 and the Vienna Convention on Road Traffic of 1968) 
which laid down rules and driving categories at international level, leading to substantial 
harmonisation (i.e. Category B for regular cars and Category A for motorcycles).  
 
In Europe, the 1st Directive on driving licences (80/1263/EEC) came into force in 1984. The 
directive established a Community model national licence that guaranteed the mutual 
recognition by the Member States of national licences. The directive specified five strictly 
separated categories. 
 
The directive was updated in 1996, when the 2nd directive on driving licences (91/439/EEC), 
came into force with the goal of creating greater equality and better cross-jurisdictional 
readability of the driving licence document inside the EU borders. This directive was 
amended several times.  
 
In 2013 the 3rd European Directive on driving licences (2006/126/EEC) came into force, 
harmonising EU-wide rules on driving licences with the objective of facilitating greater 
freedom of movement for EU drivers, reducing the possibility of driving licence fraud and 
improving road safety in Europe. The requirements of the document and the chip and 
security of the community model driving licence as prescribed in this directive were to a 
substantial extent based on the international driving licence standard ISO 18013. EReg Topic 
Group VII on the 3rd Directive on driving licences was actively involved in developing 
guidelines and recommendations that would facilitate the implementation of the 3rd Directive.  
 

3.2 Development of the driving licence document 

Following legislation and technological progress, the driving licence document also went 
through several development stages, becoming more standardised and secure with each 
iteration. Starting out as a handwritten paper document issued with an official stamp, it has 
evolved into a polycarbonate card issued with multiple first-, second- and third-line security 
features, such as ultraviolet ink, nano text, or holograms. Also, several countries added a 
contactless microchip, containing the electronic version of the driving licence and additional 
security features. In 2009, EReg Topic Group VIII published a final report on the smart card 
driving licence. This report recommended the use of ISO/IEC 18013 and contained an 
additional list of requirements that could form the basis of a draft European chip specification.  
 
While a chip card is a major step up from a paper document, it probably won’t stop here. 
With more use cases (payment, boarding a plane, etc.) being developed in short time 
intervals (remember the first iPhone emerged only 10 years ago), people are not only 
wanting more, but also expecting it, especially from the government. This also holds true for 
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the driving licence. Therefore a majority of the registration authorities are investing in the 
possibility of issuing a mobile driving licence. However, there are concerns about the 
necessity of international harmonisation and the adaptation of both national laws and 
international treaties.5 
 

3.3 Use of the driving licence 

Before we can look further into the topic of a mobile driving licence, it’s important to 
understand how a driving licence is currently used. In our opinion, the American Association 
of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA) has produced an excellent summary in its white 
paper on the mobile driver’s licence functional need6, where they state that “Today, a driving 
licence is used for two primary goals, these being: ‘confirmation of identity’ (which can be 
used in itself) and ‘conveying driving privileges’ (which also requires the confirmation of 
identity)”.  
 
For a physical driving licence to fulfil these goals, it has to contain harmonised driving 
privileges and sufficient information to tie the driving licence holder to the physical driving 
licence. Besides that, it also has to be trusted. This means that it must convey an appropriate 
level of confidence that the driving licence was issued by the appropriate issuing authority, 
and also that the information conveyed by the driving licence has not changed since it was 
issued unless it has been updated by the issuing authority.  
 
In current practice, this is done with a portrait image printed on the document to visually tie 
the driving licence holder to the driving licence and with a defined set of security features for 
each document. Stakeholders verifying the driving licence check the integrity of the security 
features against their expectations and match the photo with the person holding the physical 
driving licence document.  
 
In practice this approach means most driving licences are secure (often even issued face-to-
face) government documents, containing an image of the holder. As citizens are obliged to 
carry a driving licence on them when driving a vehicle, they are often small and portable. 
This makes them very useful and acceptable as an identity document for a wide variety of 
stakeholders from retail to government; for example, enabling car rental, building access, 
hotel check-in, purchase of age-restricted items, etc.  
 
In 55% of the EReg Members who responded to the questionnaire (Estonia, Gibraltar, 
Hungary, Iceland, Isle of Man, Jersey, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland7) a 
driving licence is also legally an official ID document, which can be used to obtain services 
which require formal identification. In Finland and Norway, a driving licence is commonly 
accepted as an ID document in unofficial use cases (for instance, when picking up a package 
at the post office).  
 
Also, one of the recommendations in the final report on the Implementation of Directive 
2006/126/EC states that it would be good to extend the new Union Model Driving licence to 

                                                 
5 European Commission (2017) ‘The implementation of Directive 2006/126/EC on driving licences’ p.48. 
6 AAMVA (2016),version 0.7.  
7 Not in all cantons, but many national authorities accept the legislation document.  
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also act as an ID for travelling. This recommendation fits the current situation in the majority 
of the EReg Members.  
 
From these points, it is clear that the identity function of a driving licence is something to 
seriously take into account when considering changing the driving licence to a non-physical 
format. Also, it is clear that multiple use cases and stakeholders should also be taken into 
account, in order to achieve a viable solution. In the next section we will explore stakeholders 
and use cases in more detail. 
 

3.4 Stakeholders 

The EReg members were asked to give an overview of relevant stakeholders in the 
questionnaire, of which the results will be described in more detail in Annex I. They are of the 
opinion that mobile driving licences will be used widely. Prominent examples were law 
enforcers (police, border control, courts and other authorities), private sector (car rentals, 
banks, post offices and insurance companies) and organisations within the government 
domain (administration, driving schools, driving test centres and fitness to drive assessors). 
The questionnaire also found that driving licences could be used for checking the age of a 
person in bars or stores or even unattended sales (vending machines, internet sales). 
 
Looking into the possible use cases of a mobile solution for these stakeholders, we can see 
that a mobile driving licence, when implemented correctly, might offer a wide range of 
possible benefits. In the next section we will explore a few, to give an idea of how a mobile 
driving licence might help. 
 

3.5 Benefits of non-physical driving licences  

3.5.1 Road safety  
One of the most important benefits of non-physical driving licences, according to the EReg 
Members (85%), is that they will always be up to date, and therefore this could contribute to 
road safety. Unlike a card or a piece of paper, it can and will keep evolving to reflect the 
actual situation. So if a citizen acquires a new category it can be added to the non-physical 
licence electronically, which makes the process much faster for citizens. On the other hand, if 
a category or the full licence is revoked (for medical reasons or a traffic violation), it will be 
effective and immediately visible. Car rental companies and law enforcement will be able to 
see instantly that someone is no longer entitled to drive a certain vehicle. However, in the 
current situation the physician document will often still reflect the old status of the driving 
licence. This greatly enhances road safety by making it easier to prevent a person from 
driving a vehicle they are not licensed for. In the future, it might even be possible to prevent a 
certain type of vehicle from being able to start without a valid driving licence, by combining 
technologies such as facial recognition with the mobile driving licence, therefore making the 
system even more secure. 
 
3.5.2 Foolproof verification 
The second benefit touches upon the authenticity of driving licence documents. While driving 
licences are intended to be hard to forge with the use of numerous security features, evolving 
technology can lead to forgers getting results, which are harder to detect. Therefore, issuing 
authorities become more and more reliant upon document specialists to detect fraud. While 
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this might be expected of law enforcement (at least for national documents), it is much 
harder to accomplish within the private sector and can lead to the possibility of identity fraud. 
With a non-physical driving licence, there will no longer be a need to know and identify the 
physical security features. Making use of PKI implementations it becomes possible to check 
the authenticity and integrity of the non-physical driving licence with 100% certainty, 
preventing fraud and damage. When compared to the physical driving licence, non-physical 
driving licences offer opportunities for additional security and therefore reduce threats 
regarding the falsification of driving licences and associated attacks. 8  Non-physical 
documents also offer the option of enlarging the photograph on the document, and by doing 
so enhancing the opportunity to compare the physical characteristics of the driver.  
 
3.5.3 Privacy enhancement 
The third benefit is that a non-physical driving licence offers the holders a way to have overall 
control over the data they are willing to share. With a card or paper document it’s currently 
impossible to share only part of the data; for example, your date of birth, the category of 
vehicle you are able to drive, etc., as you have to hand over the document, allowing all of the 
data to be read. With a non-physical driving licence, one can share only the information that 
you wish to share. For example, you could choose to only share the fact that you are over 
the age of 21 when visiting a bar, instead of sharing your actual date of birth. You could also 
choose only to disclose that you have the right to drive a category A vehicle when renting a 
motorbike, instead of also sharing you are a professional driver. This, combined with the 
ISO-proposed requirement of having mandatory user consent before sharing any data, 
greatly enhances the privacy of citizens and prevents unnecessary transfer of data. Of 
course, this only works when the interfaces are standardised. 
 
3.5.4 Ease of use 
Another benefit of non-physical driving licences would be that they simplify administrative 
processes for stakeholders. With a non-physical driving licence, you do not have to type in 
any data. You can just conveniently reuse the data you received in the transaction. This 
prevents typing errors and makes automatic electronic transactions possible. It also saves 
time when checking the document, which is an advantage for both holder and controller. 
When in a store it makes, for instance, automatic audit trails for age-restricted items possible.  
All in all, the ease of use enhances the development of new services for which non-physical 
driving licences can be used. 
 
3.5.5 Environment and better service  
The last benefit is related to environmental impact. Nowadays, sustainability and low impact 
on the environment are subjects that are high on the political agenda all over the world. 
According to 50% of the EReg Members, the introduction of non-physical documents can 
contribute to environmental goals. Having a document made of paper or polycarbonate 
(plastic) doesn’t help to save resources.  
 
Even more important in this context is the opportunity for online updates and reminders, 
removing the requirement for a paper-based service. An added value of these online updates 
and reminders is that it provides a better service to citizens. Also, where there is no longer 
                                                 
8 European Commission (2017) ‘The implementation of Directive 2006/126/EC on driving licences’ p.44-5. 
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the need to replace a document, there is also no longer the need for all the travelling 
associated with the request and delivery of such document, which saves on CO2 emissions. 
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4. SHOWCASES OF DRIVING LICENCE DEVELOPMENTS IN EREG 
MEMBERS 

4.1 Looking beyond the physical driving licence document 

A broad majority of the EReg Members are interested in non-physical driving licence 
developments. This is supported by the fact that most Member States consider a non-
physical licence to be the most likely scenario for the future.9 The motives, however, differ. 
The Traffic Act of Estonia states that if a driver carries an identity document, it is not 
mandatory to carry a driving licence issued in Estonia while driving in Estonian territory. 
Similar legislation will come into force in Lithuania from July this year. From that date 
onwards, drivers will no longer have to carry a driving licence issued in Lithuania to drive in 
the territory of Lithuania. Of course, carrying a physical driving licence document is still 
obligatory while driving abroad. In this model, citizens have just one national ID to identify 
themselves, which can also be issued in a non-physical form. In this scheme all other 
documents are obsolete, because proof that you are allowed to drive certain categories 
would be obtained directly from back-office systems which can be queried by the citizen 
number through an internet connection. While this sounds like a very efficient way of 
handling things, there are certain issues to consider in the current practical context. 
 
One of the most pressing concerns is the requirement to always have an internet connection. 
When the reader and/or holder devices are offline, it would be impossible to query the 
database and receive the actual driving privileges. With a non-physical driving licence, on the 
other hand, this is handled by the offline capability, which would offer the driving privileges at 
the time of last update, as with a card, but updated much more frequently. 
 
Another important issue to consider with the alternative scheme is the issue of cross-border 
interoperability. When a citizen wants to drive abroad, it should of course also be possible for 
foreign law enforcers and other road administration authorities to check driving privileges. 
Without a driving licence, another country would have to query the issuing country’s 
database, using a citizen ID, and then be able to interpret the data it receives. Seeing the 
technical complexity this will cause within the EU and considering the fact that even today a 
lot of countries are still working with paper documents, we consider this not realistically 
implementable in the near future. 
 
The third point to consider with this scheme is privacy. With a mobile driving licence that 
follows the proposed ISO standard, user consent for sharing attributes is mandatory. This 
means that a citizen is fully in control of the data he decides to share. Where there is only a 
citizen ID available to query the database, it is hard to imagine how this privacy principle 
could still be implemented, as the issuing country may not know what data to release to the 
reader device. And besides, this it might be harder to do in private sector use cases because 
(even if legal) it is not necessarily easy to imagine bartenders, for example, checking a 
person´s age directly from the driving licence registry. 
 
While this way of thinking might still become a reality with evolving technology and with 
countries and citizens going more and more digital, we currently feel this is a step too far. We 

                                                 
9 European Commission (2017) ‘The implementation of Directive 2006/126/EC on driving licences’ p.47. 
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believe that mobile driving licences are the next logical step to take, which will offer a lot of 
benefits and is a reachable goal in the near future.  
 

4.2 Mobile applications as non-physical driving licence models  

The other participants of this Topic Group were especially interested in mobile driving licence 
developments taking place in the EReg countries. Finland, Jersey, the Netherlands, and the 
United Kingdom are currently developing mobile driving licence applications or proof of 
concepts (PoCs). In this chapter, an overview will be given of the projects in these countries. 
The showcases will offer more information about the different mobile driving licence 
applications, the current state of affairs and how the project is organised. For videos about 
these developments you can visit the digital service showcase page on the EReg website. 
For more information, you can contact the participants of the Topic group (see table 3.2).  
 
4.2.1 Finland  
In December 2017, The Finnish Transport Agency (Trafi) released an application containing 
the mobile driving licence to a pilot group of 1,000+ iOS users. The pilot group consisted of 
private citizens who volunteered for the pilot and selected users from important stakeholders 
(e.g. the police, the Finnish postal service, etc.).  
 
The mobile driving licence is an app-based way to electronically show the information 
contained in the physical driving licence. The use cases for the mobile driving licence are the 
same as for the physical driving licence and include verification of driving privileges, proof of 
age and proof of identity. The driving licence is not an official identification document in 
Finland, but it is often used as such. 
 
The information on the application is always up to date and the application contains a 
method of verifying the authenticity of the information from the Finnish driving licence register. 
The mobile driving licence also contains visual security features that make screen captures 
very difficult. These features are intended to give stakeholders the option of skipping the 
electronic verification in situations where the need for identification is not considered vital 
(e.g. when picking up a package from the post office with a delivery notification).  
 
The application containing the mobile driving licence also includes information services and 
vehicle services. In the pilot phase, users are able to get technical information on vehicles 
with a registration number. The application will be further developed to include e-services 
and notification services. The users will, for example, be able to receive notifications when 
their driving licence is about to expire and to instantly proceed to Trafi’s e-services to renew 
the licence. The pilot phase will be expanded in early spring 2018 to include Android users, 
and the application will be made freely available in autumn 2018.  
 
4.2.2 Jersey 
Jersey have a development team working in-house to replace the current monolithic vehicle 
registration and driving licence systems with a cloud-based solution. The project team are 
following an Agile and DevOps methodology to build quickly in fortnightly sprints, and are 
engaging with users continuously. The solution will be Open Source and the development 
team are using Github as the primary source repository. Flexibility, availability and cost 
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reduction are key factors to success. Therefore, the main new building blocks being 
introduced are: 

 iOS and Android mobile application platforms  
 Kubernetes platform for deployment and management of containerised applications 
 Continuous deployment tooling 

 
Jersey are considering options to be utilised on the device to prevent fraud. These include 
using video images and animated features, periodically changing tokens, presenting the 
signature as a machine readable QR code or permitting official systems to ‘push’ verification 
requests to declared individuals. The build will continue to the end of summer 2018. 
 
4.2.3 The Netherlands 
RDW, the Netherlands Vehicle Authority, began to be interested in the non-physical driving 
licence shortly after introducing a chip on the driving licence (in 2014), when someone 
remarked "we could also put a driving licence on the chip". The first proof of concept RDW 
developed consisted of adding the electronic version of the driving licence to a SIM card. An 
app on the mobile phone was then used to read out and show the data on this chip. 
 
Shortly afterwards, RDW was among those issuing authorities and vendors willing to pursue 
a new part of ISO 18013 (on driving licences) especially dedicated to international mobile 
driving licence interoperability. Since then, RDW has actively participated in the ISO 
taskforce (JTC1-SC17-WG10- TF 14) to make this standard happen. Alongside this, RDW 
has come together with AAMVA to develop a proof of concept, reflecting the functional 
requirements being discussed in ISO and proving that the technology solutions being 
discussed were indeed feasible. 
 
This proof of concept currently consists of a backend, a reader and a holder device, 
interoperable between both Android and iOS. Setting up connections between devices can 
be done through scanning a 3D barcode or using NFC tap (Android only). Data transfer (from 
holder to reader device) can subsequently be done using BLE, NFC or online. Important 
specifications are that both the reader and holder devices function in an offline situation, 
whilst integrity and authenticity data can still be proven (through cryptographic methods), and 
that the user (holder) is able to choose which attributes they are willing to share. RDW has 
given all this technology back to the community, making it available on the open source 
platform Github. 
 
Currently RDW has no fixed timeline as to when to introduce a mobile driving licence in the 
Netherlands, as this will depend on legislation, standardisation and technology choices. 
RDW is doing research (amongst other things) on how to secure storage on the mobile 
device, looking into SIM cards, trusted elements and software solutions. RDW will also 
actively continue to participate in ISO and EReg and work towards possible pilots, followed 
by a real-life implementation.  
 
4.2.4 United Kingdom  
The United Kingdom has been developing a prototype of a digital licence service via a smart 
phone. This service is not a mobile driving licence and will not replace the physical driving 
licence. It is an enhancement to an existing online service which will give customers more 
choice in how they share their driving licence details. It will provide an easy and secure way 
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for customers to confirm their driving licence details to a third party such as a car hire 
company or employer.  
 
The existing View and Share Driving Licence service has proved popular with drivers and 
stakeholders alike, with over 15 million drivers generating individual share codes since it was 
introduced three years ago. The new service will provide another way for customers to 
confirm their driving licence details to a third party such as a car hire company, employer, 
driving school, etc., using a smart phone.  
 
Third parties will have access to view their customers' key driving licence information such as 
entitlements, restrictions, endorsements and disqualifications. They will see the same 
information as the existing Check Driving Licence service, plus the photograph. DVLA is 
currently testing and aiming for a fully live service by December 2018. 
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5. CURRENT LEGISLATION 

As stated in section 4.1, the current European legal framework on driving licences is based 
on the 3rd Directive on driving licences (2006/126/EC), which was adopted on 20 December 
2006 and came into force on 19 January 2013.  
 
The Directive can roughly be divided into three parts which specifically address: 

‐ the physical driving licence and the requirements to be applied to it; 
‐ the definition of driving licence categories; 
‐ administrative matters relating to driving licences (issuing, renewal, mutual 

recognition, etc.).  
 
Furthermore, the annexes to the Directive describe the physical driving licence (annex I), 
minimum requirements for the driving tests (annex II), minimum standards of physical and 
mental fitness for driving (annex III), minimum standards for driving examiners (annex IV), 
the specific vehicle combination for training and testing in a certain class (annex V) and 
minimum requirements for driver training and testing for motorcycles within category A 
(annex VI). In addition, Annexes VII to VIII contain administrative references to other 
Directives. 
 
The amendments made to the driving licence directive after the original took effect do not 
regulate the actual physical driving licence. The Commission has adopted a separate 
regulation 383/2012 on the technical requirements with regard to driving licences which 
include a storage medium (microchip). The Regulation applies to driving licences which 
include a microchip issued in conformity with Directive 2006/126/EC and the Regulation does 
not have a direct impact on physical driving licences. 
 

5.1 Physical to mobile  

The definitions and requirements of the Directive are based on the assumption that the 
driving licence is a physical card (e.g. Annex I.1: The card shall be made of polycarbonate). 
The Directive states that the threats to the physical security of a driving licence are the 
production of false licences and material alteration to the licence (Annex I.2 Physical security 
of driving licences). The general security of a driving licence has been considered to be a 
system consisting of the driving licence application process, the data transmission, the card 
material, the printing technique, a minimum number of security features, and the 
personalisation process. 
 
As far as the authenticity of a driving licence is concerned, the Directive focuses on the 
characteristics of a physical driving licence. Even if the protection of the physical driving 
licence and the non-alteration of data can be guaranteed, it is no longer possible to 
guarantee that the information on the driving licence is up to date when the card is checked. 
 
The check of a physical licence focuses on whether the licence presented for verification is 
genuine, whereas in the case of a mobile driving licence it is possible to focus on the 
authenticity of the information and whether the information is up to date. 
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With a mobile driving licence, the driving privileges are presented in digital form using a 
separate device, such as a mobile phone. The primary objectives of a mobile driving licence 
are the same as with a physical licence, i.e. to verify the driver's identity and the authenticity 
of the driving licence, as well as to tie the mobile driving licence to the holder, offering a 
sufficient level of assurance. The reliable verification of a mobile driving licence is not 
primarily based on the physical or visual characteristics of the licence, and future 
amendments to the 3rd Directive on driving licences should take this into account. 
 

5.2 Requirements in EU and international legislation  

 
5.2.1 European legislation  
Presentation of driving licence data in electronic form has already been facilitated by the 
Commission regulation 383/2012, laying down technical requirements with regard to driving 
licences which include a storage medium (microchip). The mobile driving licence could be 
included in the Directive in the same way. As stated in the report on the implementation of 
the 2006/126/EC, the introduction of non-physical driving licences would require a 
reassessment of the Directive with regard to the presentation of a driving licence. However, 
other requirements of the Directive, such as the conditions for obtaining a driving licence or 
driving categories, could remain the same.  
 
First and foremost, it is important to mention that future legislation should be as technology-
independent as possible. It is hard to predict future developments, especially nowadays as 
technological developments evolve more rapidly than ever. 
 
The physical driving licence will remain in use for a long time, especially internationally. As 
technology advances, the pressure to transfer driving licence information to the mobile 
format is growing and demands for the mobile driving licence at national and EU level are 
increasing. Common rules and definitions for a mobile driving licence at EU level are needed. 
The focus of these definitions should be on the standards used for the verification of a mobile 
driving licence and should allow the mutual recognition of a mobile driving licence in parallel 
with a physical driving licence. 
 
Consequently, the amendment to the Directive could be introduced in a separate annex or 
regulation. In addition, the text of the 3rd Directive on driving licences itself should distinguish 
items that would not apply to a mobile driving licence. When defining the requirements for a 
mobile driving licence, the differences between a mobile and physical driving licence should 
be taken into account. The requirements should be focused above all on the standards used 
to validate driving privileges and on the information content to be presented. The 
requirements for the layout of a mobile driving licence are not recommended to be specified 
at a detailed level. The mobile driving licence is a product that allows the development of 
many national solutions and services. Strict requirements and definitions could prevent 
Member States from achieving all the benefits that would otherwise be gained from 
transferring a driving licence to the digital world. 
 
A detailed analysis of the required changes in directive 206/126/EC can be found in the table 
on the next page.  
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Article Explanation  
Recital 4 
 

In order to prevent the single European driving licence model from becoming an additional 
model to the 110 already in circulation, Member States should take all necessary 
measures to issue this single model to all licence holders. 
 

Recital 16 The model driving licence as set out in directive 
91/439/EEC should be replaced by a single model in the form of a 
polycarbonate card.  
Annex I.1 The card shall be made of polycarbonate. 

Physical driving licences can retain current requirements, but the requirements for a mobile 
driving licence must be outlined separately. To accommodate technological development it 
would be good to consider a more general formulation instead of a detailed description of 
technological specifications. 

Art 1.1 Member States shall introduce a national driving licence 
based on the Community model  
set out in Annex I 

The directive defines the layout of the driving licence. The coming ISO standard for mobile 
driving licences does not take a stand on the layout of a mobile driving licence but only on 
data content and data exchange between devices. 
 
With a physical card, the issuing authority has full control over the card’s production. Once 
a card has been issued, the embedded security features are intended to highlight any 
attempted alterations. The security features are also intended to be hard to counterfeit. In 
the case of a mobile driving licence, the issuing authority has control only over the mobile 
driving licence application. It does not have control over the device on which the 
application will be running. For all practical purposes a mobile driving licence holder’s 
device is considered to be a hostile environment. It can be assumed that, due to the nature 
of a mobile device, it would be fairly easy to reproduce any visual security feature an 
issuing authority can come up with. This risk can be reduced by electronic verification 
following standard PKI practices. 

Art 1.2 Without prejudice to data protection rules, Member States 
may introduce a storage medium (microchip) as part of the driving 
licence  
Art 1.2 Model licence: The microchip shall incorporate the 
harmonised driving licence data specified in Annex I 

A mobile driving licence could be allowed in a similar way to a driving licence with a 
microchip. In the definition of a mobile driving licence, it should be described how the 
Member States that did not introduce a mobile driving licence would be able to verify a 
mobile driving licence issued in another Member State. 

Art 2.1 Driving licences issued by Member States shall be 
mutually recognised 

In order to allow mutual recognition, the mobile driving licence must be defined at EU level. 

Art 3.2 Anti-forgery measures: The material used for the driving 
licence, as set out in Annex I, shall be made secure against 
forgery 
Annex I.2.a: Physical security of driving licences: The material 
used for driving licences shall be made secure against forgery by 
using the following techniques (mandatory security features) 

The security of the mobile driving licence should be guaranteed with non-visual features, 
(Ref. Art 1.1). The appearance of a mobile driving licence could be left to the Member 
States' own decision. 

Art 3.3.Anti-forgery measures: Member States shall ensure that, 
by 19 January 2033, all driving licences issued or in circulation 
fulfil all the requirements of this Directive 

Taking into account the speed of technological development, this requirement will no 
longer be valid in 2033 and the requirements for driving licences should be revisited before 
2033. 

Art 7.5.a Issue, validity and renewal: No person may hold more 
than one driving licence 

The mobile driving licence differs from the nature of the physical driving licence. The 
information provided by the mobile driving licence can be updated directly from the registry 
maintained by the Issuer, so the actual barrier to using a mobile driving licence on multiple 
devices would not exist. When concerning driving privilege changes, the information can 
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be automatically updated for all devices upon which the holder has installed a mobile 
driving licence application. 

Art 7.5.d Issue, validity and renewal: In order to facilitate the 
checks pursuant to point (b), Member States shall use the EU 
driving licence network once it is operational. 

It would be necessary to assess whether RESPER could be used to exchange information 
concerning mobile driving licences. Within the EU, this could succeed, but in a global 
context a different solution is needed. ISO might offer possibilities here. It would also be 
recommended to assess the possibility of setting up a European trust list that aggregates 
document signer certificates of European Driving Licence Issuing Authorities. 

Art 8 Adaptation to scientific and technical progress: The 
amendments necessary to adapt Annexes I to VI to scientific and 
technical progress shall be adopted in accordance with the 
procedure referred to in Article 9(2) 

When we look at the world we see technology evolving faster and faster and the mobile 
phone taking a more and more prominent role in people’s lives. With more use cases 
(payment, boarding a plane, etc.) being developed in really short time intervals, people are 
not only wanting more, but also expecting it, especially from government. Changes in 
technology are much faster (and much more unpredictable) than changes in the legal and 
issuing domain. Therefore, when considering changes to legislation it will be important to 
ensure that new legislation allows a flexible approach to any future technological changes. 

Annex I.1: The physical characteristics of the card of the 
Community model driving licence shall be in accordance with ISO 
7810 and ISO 7816-1 

The new ISO standard that is currently under negotiation in ISO Taskforce 14 on mobile 
driving licences should be added in relation to mobile driving licences.  

Annex I.3. D7: signature of the holder The requirement for a handwritten signature dates back to when driving licences were 
issued in paper format. At that time, licences did not show the person’s photo/image, so 
the signature was seen as the method of verifying a person. The requirement to capture a 
handwritten signature is outdated now that photo cards are issued as we move towards 
mobile driving licences, and we may experience unnecessary difficulties capturing a 
handwritten signature electronically. At the same time, the requirement to include a driver’s 
signature complicates the digital transaction and requires the utilisation of often expensive 
technology. 
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5.2.2 International legislation  
The Geneva Convention on Road Traffic (‘the Geneva Convention’) prescribes the rules for 
an international driving licence. In the Geneva Convention the driving licence is referred to as 
a document. Annex 9 of the Convention states that the colour of the document has to be pink. 
Along with this, the information that is to be printed on the document is prescribed. These 
rules only apply to international driving licences. 

The Vienna Convention on Road Traffic (‘the Vienna Convention’) explicitly mentions that a 
driving licence must take the form of a document. To be able to amend the Vienna 
Convention, a majority of the contracting parties have to vote in favour. It is unlikely that this 
will happen in the foreseeable future.10 Another option would be to apply a technology-
neutral interpretation to the requirement that a driving licence must take the form of a 
document. This application is, for instance, used in Iowa, in which the “the word of the 
document is customarily interpreted as also meaning digital document.” 11  Following this 
reasoning, the Vienna Convention would not prevent the introduction of mobile driving 
licences at national level.  

Within the EU the directive on driving licences offers a framework for acknowledging driving 
licence models from other EU countries, but outside the EU there is no further framework. 
Therefore, outside the EU an international driving licence document is still required. To be 
able to use non-physical driving licence documents all over the world in the long run, 
amendments to the Geneva and Vienna Conventions will have to be made or the contracting 
parties will have to agree on a broader interpretation of the definition of a document as also 
meaning a digital document.  

5.3 National legislative challenges 

In most countries the national legislative framework does not yet say anything about mobile 
driving licences. Therefore the national legal frameworks have to be amended. In some 
countries this would require drastic changes, for instance in Hungary, Switzerland and 
Sweden. As a driving licence is the dominant ID document used in Sweden, it would be both 
a legal and a practical challenge to replace the current physical document. In other countries 
such as Norway and Poland (liquidation of obligation to possess a polycarbonate driving 
licence on the road), there are only minor legislative issues in the wording of the legislation.  
 
In the Netherlands even the appearance of the driving licence is arranged in lower level 
legislation, which is easy to alter. In the United Kingdom, British law allows the Government 
to prescribe the format of the driving licence, which is currently a photo card.  
 
The main legal obstruction at the moment is that even if mobile driving licences are 
implemented in national legislation in a Member State, it is only valid in the issuing country, 
as mutual recognition of mobile driving licences at EU/UN level is not yet provided for (see 
also section 5.2). Amending supranational legislation takes years, and therefore it is once 
again highly recommended that more technology-independent legislation is formulated or a 
broader interpretation of available legislation is allowed where possible.  

                                                 
10 Flood Herslow Holme (2016) A new form of driving licence – report on the legal prerequisites for driving 
licences in a form other than a plastic card, p. 7.  
11 Idem, p.8. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 General conclusions 

Digitalisation and mobile services have already proven their usefulness for a wide array of 
different purposes. They provide added value to customers through their accessibility, ease 
of use, their up-to-date information and the fact that mobile services are not limited to a 
specific time or place to use them. Depending on the use case, the savings gained by mobile 
solutions can also be significant. The public sector has generally been slower than the 
private sector in taking advantage of new technologies. However, a strong push for mobile 
solutions can already be seen in the public sector in many countries. Mobile and other digital 
solutions will eventually become widespread, but there are many decisions that can be made 
to accelerate this change. This is also something that both customers and businesses expect 
from the public sector. Allowing the driving licence to be used in a mobile format throughout 
Europe would be a natural development for the driving licence, but also a significant step for 
wider options for other public sector digitalisation. 
 
While this report is intended mostly for EU stakeholders, the global ecosystem should not be 
forgotten. Driving licences are meant for global use and the solutions adopted in Europe 
should be adaptable for future global standards and use cases. The EU could also be a 
forerunner in the development, which will increase its influence on future standards.  
 
One of the many advantages mobile driving licences could bring with them is the fact that 
they could benefit road safety and help the EU to reach the goals set for safer traffic. Real-
time information that is reliable can help law enforcement to better validate driving privileges, 
as well as make it more difficult to commit driving licence fraud. Mobile solutions have the 
potential to be more secure, foolproof, and offer enhanced privacy to the holder than the 
polycarbonate licences in use today. 
 
Mobile solutions also provide businesses with the chance to create new services (e.g. car 
sharing, rentals) and help economic growth. The public sector can save money and 
resources (which is good for the environment), and at the same time be able to provide a 
better service for customers. 

6.2 Recommendations to EReg Members 

1. Share the best practices with all countries. In order to avoid overlapping efforts to 
implement a non-physical driving licence, Member States should share their knowledge 
as transparently as possible. This could be done by producing a digital service showcase 
on the EReg website on which the most common issues/questions/challenges could be 
described and the most appropriate solutions could be proposed. 
 
Learning from existing PoCs/pilots, etc., can also be an essential and effective way to 
promote implementation of non-physical driving licences. This work can be done by 
bilateral/multilateral sessions/workshops which have already proven to be an efficient 
way to share information. In this kind of working method it is possible to concentrate more 
deeply on certain, and at many times very detailed, issues, and also to achieve solutions 
in a faster way than would be possible without support from other Member States.  
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2. See what others are doing, but analyse what works for you. Pilots are a good way to test 
assumptions in real-life use cases. By conducting pilot projects, it is possible to let 
potential stakeholders test how a non-physical driving licence could serve and help them 
in their daily business processes. It also allows for feedback from them, for example to 
see whether there is any need to improve some functionalities of non-physical driving 
licences before making them publicly available for all users. 
 

3. Active participation in (international) discussions and development of your own solutions 
is the best way to ensure that future joint solutions work for you. 
 

4. Ensure the focus is not just on European countries. Many countries and states on various 
continents are already developing their own non-physical driving licences. To ensure that 
a non-physical driving licence can be used cross-border worldwide and cross-
jurisdictionally in the same way a physical driving licence is used today, it is 
recommended that conditions and standards for non-physical driving licences be settled. 

6.3 Recommendations to the European Commission and other stakeholders 

Many Member States have already expressed an interest with regard to a non-physical 
driving licence and some of them are already working on solutions for non-physical driving 
licences12. Therefore fast action will be required from the Commission to ensure that there 
will be conditions and standards in place to guarantee that a non-physical driving licence can 
be mutually recognised in the whole EU in the same way as a physical driving licence is 
today. In regard to this, it is more efficient to start with a common standard instead of trying 
to harmonise 28 systems at a later stage. EReg, and especially EReg’s Topic Group XIX, is 
willing to support the Commission in this work. EReg’s Topic Group XIX has identified the 
following topics which could be useful in the forthcoming work: 
 
1. Introduce a special Working Group for non-physical driving licences under the Driving 

Licence Committee. A separate working group called ‘Expert Group on microchip for 
driving licences’ was established to support the Commission to implement a microchip on 
driving licence in 2010 when the definitions were written. Definitions for a non-physical 
driving licence could be written in co-operation between the Commission and Member 
States in the same way. 
 

2. There should be both short- and long-term solutions for implementation of a non-physical 
driving licence. As described in paragraph 5 of this report and in the final report of the 
Implementation of Directive 2006/126/EC on driving licences, there are several sections 
in the Directive which need to be amended. To write a totally new Directive will be time-
consuming and its schedule at the moment is unknown. Therefore, to support the 
implementation of a non-physical driving licence there should be in the beginning a short-
term solution which would enable the introduction of an interoperable non-physical driving 
licence. This could be achieved by introducing definitions for a non-physical driving 
licence in the same way as has been done for a driving licence with a microchip 
(Commission Regulation (EU) No 383/2012) and amending the actual Directive only 
where necessary. The long-term solution can be done later on and should take into 

                                                 
12 European Commission (2017) ‘The implementation of Directive 2006/126/EC on driving licences’ p.48. 
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account the speed of technological development. Changes in technology are much faster 
(and much more unpredictable) than changes in the legal and issuing domain. Therefore, 
when considering the long-term solution it will be important to ensure that it allows a 
flexible approach to any future technological changes. 
 

3. Work on the interoperability of non-physical driving licences. Driving licences are meant 
for global use and non-physical driving licences should not be an exception to this 
requirement. Therefore international standards should be followed and taken into account, 
especially the work of the ISO/IEC SC17 WG10, which is the group that maintains the 
driving licence standard ISO/IEC 18013. This group is aiming to create a standard on 
non-physical driving licences as well (or mobile driving licences as they are called in ISO) 
and has recently published a draft proposal to the ISO secretary. It is recommended that 
the Commission considers the upcoming standard and observes the development of the 
ISO WG.  
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ANNEX I SUMMARY OUTCOMES QUESTIONNAIRE  

Introduction 
Over summer the EReg Secretariat sent out a questionnaire on developments in virtual 
driving licences to all EReg Members. Twenty EReg Members responded to the 
questionnaire: Belgium, Estonia, Finland, Hungary, Germany, Gibraltar, Iceland, Isle of Man, 
Jersey, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Slovakia, Spain, 
Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom.  
 
The questionnaire consisted of three parts: Developments on virtual driving licences in the 
countries of the Members; the (national) legal framework; and other challenges and 
requirements of virtual driving licences. The goal of this questionnaire was to gather 
information as to whether member states are interested in developing new driving licence 
products or have even already started developing them, and what type of issues should be 
tackled before these products can be introduced. 
 
Virtual driving licence developments in the EReg countries 
A broad majority of the EReg Members were interested in a mobile or non-physical driving 
licence. Only Germany responded negatively, stating that at the moment there are no plans 
to develop any kind of mobile or virtual driving licence. Hungary, Gibraltar, Lithuania, 
Luxembourg, Slovakia and Switzerland might be interested.  
 
Benefits of mobile driving licences 
The benefits of mobile driving licences are considered to be cost savings (75%), new 
services (90%), environmental benefits (50%) and up-to date information (85%). Other 
benefits that are mentioned are: 

- a new platform for e-services; 
- making use of smart phone technology in line with customer expectations; 
- privacy and usability for the civilian (mobile driving licences offer a usable interface); 
- the possibility of connecting to other devices (i.e. cars). 

 
EReg members considering developments towards mobile driving licences 
Alongside the showcases described in the previous chapter, there are a few other EReg 
members considering developments towards mobile driving licences, such as Jersey, 
Gibraltar, Isle of Man (who are discussing the concept) and Sweden (who are in the planning 
phase). Norway has an internet solution where driving licence holders log in with a secure 
login to see their driving licence details, but this has not been acknowledged as an official 
documentation of driving rights. However, they are looking into the possibility of making this 
an official proof of driving rights. Poland is working on a fully electronic version of the driving 
licence, leading to a situation in which Polish citizens on Polish territory would no longer be 
obliged to carry a smart card driving licence with them. In Belgium, Germany, Hungary, 
Iceland, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg and Switzerland there are no developments in this 
direction at the moment.  
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(Mobile) driving licences as an official ID document  
In 55% of the EReg Members who responded to the questionnaire (Estonia, Gibraltar, 
Hungary, Iceland, Isle of Man, Jersey, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland13), a 
driving licence is an official ID document. In Finland and Norway a driving licence is 
commonly accepted as an ID document in unofficial use cases (for instance when picking up 
a package at the post office).  
 
Mobile driving licences as addition or replacement to a physical card 
In most EReg member countries the mobile driving licence is seen as an addition to the 
current physical (smart) card. Some consider mobile driving licences as a replacement for 
the physical document in the long run (depending on legislative changes at both national and 
European level and developments in international data exchange). For instance, in the 
United Kingdom it would be introduced as an addition. At the moment a physical card is still 
required to travel outside the national territory.  
 
Sweden considers a mobile driving licence a weak alternative to the current driving licence 
(card). Using biometric data would be the optimal solution.  
 
Requirements of a mobile driving licence 
The mobile driving licence should be self-explanatory. For those who experience problems 
the following kinds of support are suggested: customer services (via telephone, chat and e-
mail), e-services and information on the internet. 

Main risks  
The risks of the mobile driving licence project mentioned are:  

- the fact that it requires flawless exchange of flawless data 
- technical problems/reliance on technology 
- high costs of development (high costs for a driving licence addition) 
- security issues/fraud/counterfeiting/terrorism 
- international, European (3rd directive on driving licences) and national legislation 
- data protection  
- public opinion (possibly losing public support when there is an incident or when 

mobile driving licences become mandatory)/a lack of stakeholder enthusiasm 
- risk of alienating those who do not have access to or do not use smart devices.  
- not reaching a solution that all countries can agree on or a solution that is too 

complicated 
- the fact that the project takes so long that technology will no longer be up to date 
- interoperability/complexity across platforms and devices 

 
 
Available data 
The EReg members broadly agree that the data available on the mobile driving licence 
should at least be the same as the data that are currently available on the physical driving 
licence. Some explicitly mention that the signature of the driver should be banned.  
 
 
                                                 
13 Not in all cantons, but many national authorities accept the legislation document.  
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Additional data elements mentioned are: 
 Validity of the driving licence (suspension, withdrawal, cancellation) 
 Restrictions 
 Penalty points  
 Explicit mention of the categories of vehicles which a driver is allowed to drive 
 Driving bans 
 Date and time of (last) updates 

 
Furthermore, the possibility of using push notifications and adding other useful information is 
mentioned.  
 
Services to be facilitated 
The EReg Members would like the mobile driving licence to facilitate the following services: 
 
Country Verify 

identity 
Verify 
age 

Verify 
right to 
drive 

Notifications e-Services 3rd party 
services 

Other

Belgium X X X X    
Estonia X X X  X   
Finland X X X X X X  
Germany   X   X See 5 
Gibraltar X X X X X 

convictions, 
disabilities, 
etc. 

 X 

Hungary X  X X X   
Iceland X X X X   ADR 

rights 
Isle of Man X X X   X  
Jersey X X X X X X  
Latvia   X     
Lithuania   X     
Luxembourg   X X    
Netherlands X X X X X  Blood 

type/don
or codicil 
(a 
separate 
app is 
preferabl
e) 

Norway  X X X    
Poland  X X X X X  
Slovakia X  X     
Spain X  X X X   
Sweden X X X X X X  
Switzerland  X X X X   
UK  X, only, 

for 
exampl
e, 
ensurin
g the 
licence 
holder 
is old 
enough 
to drive 
a 
particul

X X, could be 
used to send 
driver 
reminders, for 
example when 
the 
Administrative 
Validity Period 
(AVP) is due 
to expire.  
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ar 
vehicle 
or is 
not 
disquali
fied 
from 
driving 

 
Finland and Jersey are interested in using mobile driving licences as a platform for e-
services, in addition to the Netherlands (mobile driving licences are considered a tool, not a 
platform) and Switzerland. The other EReg members indicate that they do not know yet. 
 
Availability of the service 
The facility should be available both online and offline14. According to Belgium, Iceland, 
Latvia and Poland an online service is sufficient, and Germany favours an offline facility. 
Offline should be available as a back-up solution.  
 
It should be possible to be able to make online/offline validity checks according to set 
standards and regulations as a security measure. Additionally, a majority considers visual 
safety features to be of importance.  
  
Exchange of data 
Almost all EReg Members are willing to share the information that is currently available on 
the physical driving licence domestically. Some add that it depends on the parties with which 
the information would be shared (for instance police, insurance companies) or on the use 
case. Others are of the opinion that it would be the responsibility of citizens to choose what 
they wish to share.  
 
To accept the mobile driving licence from another country and share data, the EReg 
members agree that a legal framework should be in place, compliant with the General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR). Some restrict the data to requirements in the international 
legal framework (Belgium and the United Kingdom), the use case (the Netherlands), offences 
(Poland) and valid driving licence categories and the identity of the holder (Sweden). Most 
EReg members (75%) are of the opinion that RESPER can be useful for checking the validity 
of a driving licence. Using RESPER will require an amendment to the 3rd directive on Driving 
Licences concerning the legitimate purpose of the use of RESPER, as RESPER currently 
cannot be used for controlling purposes, etc.  
 
Registration of mobile driver users 
As registration authorities already have national driving licence (holder) registers, these 
registers can be extended with a field to register whether a person holds a physical driving 
licence, a mobile driving licence or both.  
 
Software development  
All the EReg members who are currently developing mobile driving licence applications are 
developing their own software. The Netherlands adds that in the development phase, the 

                                                 
14 DVLA considers itself currently not in a position to speculate how a mobile driving licence would work for the 
United Kingdom. 
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proof of concepts are being developed by RDW, but in the implementation phase 
outsourcing/tendering will be considered. In the United Kingdom it is not clear at this point; 
however, it is likely that the software will be mainly developed within DVLA.  
 
Drivers can have several devices with the same mobile driving licence application. Two of 
the countries which are currently developing the service mention that this is still under 
evaluation (Finland) or should possibly be regulated as to the amount of applications that 
may be active at the same time. According to the UK, the licence could be on several 
devices but must link back to, or be a representation of, one driving licence, as EU legislation 
states that one person can only hold one licence.  
 
It is suggested by some that there should at least be some standardisation of the layout and 
format and of the reader application that would be able to show information regardless of the 
origin. 
 
Other possible technical developments  
Alongside the mobile version of a driving licence, some EReg members are, or might also be, 
interested in other mobile applications such as registration certificates, driver qualification 
cards, public service driver documents and ADR certificates. No concrete steps have yet 
been taken to develop these applications.  


